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Saunders comprehensive review for the nclex-rn examination 8th edition app

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Often called the best NCLEX exam review book® ever, Saunders Comprehensive Review for the NCLEX-RN exam®, provides everything you need to prepare for the NCLEX exam – full review of content and nclex 6137 style questions. Skyscape's App is based on the print edition of often called the best
NCLEX exam review book® ever, Saunders Comprehensive Review for the NCLEX-RN® Examination. It provides everything you need to prepare for the NCLEX exam – full content review and 6,137 NCLEX exam questions. Try before you buy – Download the FREE app, includes sample chapter and 125 practice questions. App Features* Study Mode (Try a
question, see answer and reason)* Create questionnaire (Select topic, number of questions - Pause and resume at any time)* Time mode (Answer as many questions as possible in a given time to improve your speed)* QOD (Try a random question every day)* Statistics (See details on topics dominated so you can focus on weak areas)* Bookmarks tough
questions and add notes - Creating quick cards * ASK-AN-EXPERT - Nurse educators are on hold. Free service from Skyscape, response in 24 hours. In-app purchase unlocks:* More than 6,137 practice questions and study chapters * Question categorized by: * Customer needs * Cognitive level * Integrated process * Content area * Priority concepts *
UNIQUE! A detailed strategy of testing and foundation* Inclusion of all alternative element formatting questions to give users practice with prioritizer domain, decision making and critical thinking skills. * Multiple response * Prioritize [orderly answer] * Fill in blank * Figure / illustration [hot spot] * Graphic / video display * Audio questions * UNIQUE! Priority
nursing action boxes list actions for emerging clinical situations that require immediate action, including a detailed foundational reference and textbook.* UNIQUE! Pyramid alert! important focus boxes nursing concepts and procedures, and include tips and shortcuts to remember key information.* UNIQUE! Priority concepts highlight specific concepts related
to nursing practice. Concepts have been updated to reflect the latest text from Giddens: Concepts for Nursing Practice. Educators - Have NCLEX prepare part of the curriculum with hundreds of example questionsThe Skyscape app/platform includes a web panel* Filter Question Bank* Content area for content-based curriculum * Concepts priorities for
curriculum Based on concepts * Cognitive level * Needs Client * ProcessSet Built-in Tasks and View Progress Students - Contact Sales@skyscape.com for a Non-Commitment DemoStudies - Get Ready for NCLEX Anytime - Anywhere with over 6100 practice questions* The app tracks metrics about attempts at questions so you can focus on your
Knowledge gaps * Correct answer after the first attempt* Ok after several attempts* Questions marked with notes After the exam - Candidate performance report gives summary of how you performed and the description of the content area with a list of topics related to it. Its performance in each area is described in one of the following waysAbove the Passing
Standard* Near the Passing Standard* Below the Passing Standard* Use the report and filter out questions to brush up on weak areas Thie's version admits next-generation nclex questions agree, so I usually never write reviews, but I felt compelled to write one for this app! It has helped me a lot with nursing school exams. It's so practical that I'm a very busy
woman and having this app on my phone has reinforced my study habits. I have no excuse for getting these extra practice questions. Thank you for sharing your experience with the app, we wish you well in your test. Our goal is to make applications easy to use and useful for our customers. This freezes and always downloads, has no comments while you
answer questions.. just very frustrating. I'm going to ask for a refund. The app is a scam!!!!! I can't even report a problem and no way to get money back. DON'T BUY!!! Get the eBook for the same price and you have online access to questions with real support.. 3 stars for email customer service.. rapid response. We sincerely apologize for the inconvenience
caused. We have sent you an email about the problems you have experienced and our development team is reviewing the issue and we will advise you when they are resolved in the coming days. If you want to continue using this resource after the problem is resolved, reply to our email. Thank you. It is a great application to study on the fly without using the
wifi and reception. Since I download the app already on wifi. I have 2T memory in icloud. So I have a lot of space on the iPad. It wouldn't work if there's limited space in your memory. Thank you for the kind words and sharing your findings regarding the use of this wi-fi app Next Gen NCLEX RN Questions The developer, Skyscape Medpresso Inc,has not
provided details about his privacy practices and data handling to Apple. For more information, see the privacy policy of the developer. The developer will need to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. Privacy Policy for developer website app support Open mac app store for buying and downloading apps. This app contains the
questions in the book often called the best NCLEX exam review book® Saunders Complete Review for NCLEX-RN exam®, 7th edition provides everything you need to prepare for the NCLEX RN exam - 5,200 NCLEX exam style questions. Not making the mistake of assuming the quality of the questions is the same in all NCLEX exam review books, because
only this application includes the kind of questions you Test the critical thinking skills needed to pass today's NCLEX exam. Even better, all answers include detailed reasons to help you learn from your answer options, as well as testing strategies with tips on how to get closer to each question. Written by the most reliable name in the NCLEX review, Linda
Anne Silvestri, and updated to reflect the most current NCLEX test plan 2016, Full Review for the NCLEX RN® Examination, 7th edition is the book of choice for NCLEX exam review. But don't just take our word for it – read any customer review or ask your classmates to see why there's nothing else like this! The remarkable effectiveness of this application
comes from the full practice exam you get to take and especially from the clear explanations given for any incorrect answer you click on. You are comfortable with the test because the application uses the same electronic testing format as in your NCLEX RN® Examination.Features List: - More than 5100+ questions offer extensive testing practice - UNIQUE!
It includes a detailed strategy of taking tests and foundation for each question, offering clues to analyze and discover the correct answer option, and guide users to remediation in Saunders strategies for test success: nursing school approval and NCLEX® Exam and Saunders Comprehensive Review for NCLEX-RN Exam® - 15 practice exams with 265
questions each helps you practice using the same testing format Electronics you will experience in the exam - 85 full exam questions covers all content areas in the same percentages that are covered in the actual NCLEX-RN test plan - The reasons and strategies help you understand why your selected answer was correct or incorrect and strengthen your
knowledge of key areas of exam content – Well organized , test question format simplifies exam preparation - Realistic test-taking experience - Study progress can be tracked on any iOS device - Pick where you left off every time you open the app: the bookmarks feature lets you dial Questions or sections to revisit and study more - Add your own notes to
each question with bookmarks - Try history feature to review all test results - Access anywhere, internetplease is not required contact us if you have any questions, suggestion or comment - support@gentoolabs.com Ago 1, 2020 Version 1.0.19 bug fixes and performance improvement I love this app! The one thing that's driving me a little crazy is that it keeps
registering me, which means I keep pering all my and test results I have completed! Its the little things !!! But overall it has helped me study on the fly! Dear User, Thank you for providing your valuable comments. We are actively working to improve and improve our application. We will add your comments to our list of improvements. If you have further
comments or suggestions, please write to us support@gentoolabs.com. We'd love to hear you listen You! The only reason I'm writing a review is because as nursing students, we've spent 2-4 years borrowing money for many things and after graduating here comes the Nclex. However, there would be times when the app will connect and should start again in
a test. Email me at the customer service line and I did what I was recommended to do. It didn't work. You should keep logging in and restarting a test. A test was 100 questions, I was halfway done and I had to start completely again. Please fix this. The questions and reasons are great! Dear User, We are very sorry for the problem. We forwarded it to the
technical team. We will solve the problem as soon as possible. If you have more questions, please write to us support@gentoolabs.com. We will be happy to answer any questions you may have. I'm studying for nclex. I have the textbook and I love it. The online modules included are very useful, but I feel that if you have access to this, you should also get
this application (which is exactly the same) included. Regardless, I paid for the app so I could practice on the go. I love Saunders – it gives you useful feedback and really helps you get better. My only problem in addition to the cost would be some of the questions referring to a chart or diagram, but in the app, there is no click to view this data for these
questions. Please fix this. Hello, We can understand your concerns. The contractual obligation with our publisher limits us to allow full access to all content for free with the purchase of books/Evolve. If you have more questions or concerns about the app, send us the details support@gentoolabs.com. Thank your feedback. Thank you! The developer, Gentoo
Labs LLC, has not provided details about its privacy practices and data handling to Apple. For more information, see the privacy policy of the developer. The developer will need to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. Developer Website App Support privacy policy
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